
                          Premier 9D represents a new  

                          generation of retaining walls based  

                 on extreme performance and superior  

         efficiency. At 47 lbs., Premier 9D is the lightest 

weight retaining wall unit per sq. ft. in the industry and is 

one of the most cost effective systems available. Its 

seamless and linear appearance is an attractive solution 

for any type of challenging application, whether it’s 

commercial, industrial or governmental. 

 

www.rockwoodwalls.com 

Premier TM 9D



The Advantages  
of the Premier 9DTM 
System... 
 

It’s Fast... Installing Premier 9D means 

you build more, with less. At 47 pounds, it’s 

the lightest weight block per square foot 

ever manufactured. Premier 9D’s lightweight 

design makes it extremely efficient to build 

with and one of the most cost effective 

solutions in the SRW industry.  

 

It’s Strong... Located on the underside  

of each Premier 9D block, the 4" x 1" Anchor 

Bar creates an automatic setback with the 

highest shear resistance in the industry.  

 

It’s Versatile...  Premier 9D isn’t just a 

cost effective wall system for extreme 

applications. It’s seamless and linear 

appearance is an attractive solution for any 

type of terrain whether it’s commercial, 

industrial, residential or govern-

mental. Its patented design and 

7˚setback make Premier 9D perfect choice 

for any retaining wall design.
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Available at: 

Premier TM 9D

PremierTM 9D Blocks 
Unit specifications, availability, color, and fascia options vary by manufacturer.  

Please contact your nearest Rockwood manufacturer or dealer for more information.
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